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Variable-Friction Finger Surfaces to Enable
Within-Hand Manipulation via Gripping and Sliding

Adam J. Spiers , Member, IEEE, Berk Calli , Member, IEEE, and Aaron M. Dollar , Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—The human hand is able to achieve an unparalleled di-
versity of manipulation actions. One contributor to this capability
is the structure of the human finger pad, where soft internal tissue is
surrounded by a layer of more rigid skin. This permits conforming
of the finger pad around object contours for firm grasping, while
also permitting low-friction sliding over object surfaces with a light
touch. These varying modes of manipulation contribute to the com-
mon ability for in-hand-manipulation, where an object (such as a
car key) may repositioned relative to the palm. In this letter, we
present a simple mechanical analogy to the human finger pad, via
a robotic finger with both high- and low-friction surfaces. The low-
friction surface is suspended on elastic elements and recesses into
a cavity when a sufficient normal force is applied (∼1.2 to 2.5 N
depending on contact location), exposing the high-friction surface.
We implement one “variable friction” finger and one “constant
friction” finger on a 2-DOF gripper with a simple torque con-
troller. With this setup, we demonstrate how within-hand rolling
and sliding of an object may be achieved without the need for
tactile sensing, high-dexterity, dynamic finger/object modeling, or
complex control methods. The addition of an actuator to the finger
design allows controlled switching between variable-friction and
constant-friction modes, enabling precise object translation and
reorientation within a grasp, via simple motion sequences. The
rolling and sliding behaviors are characterized with experimen-
tally verified geometric models.

Index Terms—Friction, robot end effectors, robot manipulators.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS easy to take for granted the wide range of manipulation
actions that able-bodied people effortlessly make use of.

Typical activities of daily living (ADLs), such as removing a
key from a pocket and putting it into a lock involve the gripping,
sliding and re-orientation of an object against the fingers and
palm. A similar example comes from picking up a pen from a
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Fig. 1. The human finger pad (top) can achieve sliding via light contact on
the epidermal layer and gripping via compression of glabrous fat. The ‘friction
finger’ (bottom) achieves a similar effect via a suspended low-friction surface,
which recesses behind a high-friction surface when sufficient normal force is
applied.

desk, then re-orientating it for writing. Such common within-
hand-manipulation (WIHM) [1] tasks are considered difficult
in robotics or prosthetics, where grippers have yet to closely
imitate the sensory or manipulation capabilities of the human
hand. Indeed, central to these given WIHM examples is the
capability of the fingers to selectively grip and slide objects.
These abilities are greatly aided by the mechanical structure of
the human finger pad (Fig. 1).

The soft and pulpy tissue of the finger pad is able to conform
and mold around objects, gripping them firmly when normal
force is applied [2], [3]. Conversely the more rigid outer epi-
dermal skin layer allows sliding over surfaces with light touch,
supporting objects without securing them and enabling motions
used for surface discrimination (i.e., stroking/rubbing) [4]–[6].

In robotics, many efforts have been made to replicate the
functionality of the human hand, often via biological inspiration.
On a material level, the benefits of soft ‘skin’ material on robot
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Fig. 2. Structure of the passive Variable Friction (VF) finger. Elastic elements
suspend the low friction surface through cavities in the high friction surface.

grippers has been shown [7], [8] in comparison to more rigid
systems [3]. Such soft robotic skin is typically a homogenous
rubber that provides a compromise between compliance and
strength [4], but does not achieve the same dynamic properties
as the layered skin and fat of glabrous (smooth & hairless) finger
tissue [4], [7].

In this work, we propose a new design of a robotic finger that
uses a simple passive mechanism to enable a significant change
in the coefficient of friction (Section III-A) and morphology of
the contacting surface to either slide over objects or grip them,
as in the human finger [9]. When implemented in a simple
gripper, objects may pivoted (rotated) and translated within a
grasp (Fig. 1).

Though our functional object-manipulation goal is biologi-
cally inspired, our approach does not directly replicate the form
of the human finger (unlike [4]). Instead, we rely on a simple
mechanism that uses elastic elements to suspend a low friction,
rigid finger surface (smooth ABS) through cavities in a high-
friction deformable surface (‘Vytaflex 30’ Urethane Rubber).
When these ‘Variable Friction’ (VF) fingers exert low (<1.2 N)
normal forces on objects, the low friction surface remains ex-
posed, allowing the finger to behave as if it was made of smooth
plastic. Once the normal force exceeds that of the elastic el-
ements, the low-friction element is pushed into the cavity of
the high-friction element, exposing the soft and textured high-
friction surface.

In this letter we present two variations of this general concept.
One uses a purely passive VF finger pad, where the low friction
element (colored white in Fig. 2) is simply supported by a pas-
sive spring such that a sufficiently large contact force can push
it away. In the second implementation the low friction element
continues to be supported by the spring, but may also be actively
retracted via a small servo, exposing the high-friction surface.
Both of these are implemented in simplistic 2DOF robotic grip-
pers: the first with one passive VF and one ‘constant friction’
(CF) finger (Fig. 3), and the second with two actively variable
friction fingers (Fig. 4).

Using these grippers, we demonstrate how varying friction
properties can enable planar sliding and rolling WIHM ac-
tions to be achieved in low dexterity systems without complex
controllers, dynamic models or tactile sensing. Indeed, only

Fig. 3. Experimental setup with passive VF and CF fingers on the 2DOF hand.
The CF finger is the same as the VF finger but with no low-friction insert.

Fig. 4. The 2DOF gripper with two ‘Active VF fingers’, which use hobby
servos to retract the spring loaded low-friction finger surface, changing the VF
fingers to Constant Friction (CF) fingers.

open-loop position and torque control is required to achieve
these motions.

In comparison to the passive system, we demonstrate that
by selectively alternating friction between the fingers, we can
greatly expand manipulation capabilities, allowing objects to
be rotated and positioned to arbitrary locations throughout the
workspace. We believe that the results of this simple, initial
implementation is indicative of richer WIHM (such as the mo-
tivating ADL examples given at the start of the paper) that may
be achievable when the VF finger concept is applied to more
complex robotic or prosthetic hands.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Biological Inspiration/Finger Properties

Though many aspects are involved in object manipulation,
friction plays a key role, with the frictional properties of bio-
logical skin having been investigated by a variety of disciplines
[10]. The mechanics of skin contact are complex and governed
by factors such as ridges and sweat produced by the finger pads
[5]. The deformability of the finger pad also leads to increas-
ing contact area with normal force application. In [11] it was
claimed that fingertip frictional force is dependent on this con-
tact area and so has a non-linear relationship to normal force.
This was partially disputed in [10], [12] who state that this only
holds true before 1N of normal force deforms the finger into its
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limit of compressibility. After this point, it behaves as a rigid
body, with friction force linearly proportional to normal force.

Mechanically replicating the desirable properties of human
finger pads has been a goal for some time [7]. The layered
structure of the thin epidermis surrounding the soft core gives
the glabrous skin the strength and high compliance to grip,
lift, explore and manipulate objects while also permitting light
touch and the transmission of fine tactile information to nerve
endings [6].

Though we have been unable to find many other examples
of manipulation surfaces that can vary their coefficient of fric-
tion, associated work follows. In [13] cylindrical rubber fingers
with alternating hollow/rigid internal sections were proposed
as a way of achieving various manipulation modes, particularly
pivoting. However, surface friction did not vary and finger pad
compression behavior depended on contact location. An elas-
tic mounted pivot-point modification to a parallel jaw gripper
in [14] enabled cylindrical objects to be passively re-orientated
from horizontal to vertical orientation via gravity, then firmly
grasped. However, no further WIHM was possible beyond this.
Similar gravity-based pivoting between passive rotating finger-
tips is shown in [15], which also considered sliding or dragging
objects across a ‘ground’ surface. In micro/nano-scale manipu-
lation, adhesion between manipulators and objects is a studied
phenomenon [16], though this behavior does not translate to the
macro scale. The authors of [17] proposed using a matrix of
capacitive MEMS actuators to change the shape of robot finger-
tip skin for different tasks, which would also change frictional
properties.

Variable friction has been considered in robot locomotion.
A soft robot inchworm in [18] features a foot with adjacent
surfaces that have different frictional properties. The contact of
each frictional surface with the ground depends on ‘leg’ pose.
Furthermore, electrostatic adhesion selectively applied traction
to the feet of an undulating soft-robot in [19].

Haptic interfaces have been developed that change the am-
plitude of vibrating plates to vary effective friction on a human
finger [20]. This effect has added tactile sensations to touch
screens, but has not been used for manipulation.

Finally, the ‘Velvet Fingers’ implement active conveyor belt
finger surfaces to impart thrust on objects for WIHM [21].
Though that paper also discuss the potential of variable adhesion
surfaces to achieve WIHM, that technique was not implemented
in a physical prototype. Note that the mechanical complexity of
the Velvet Fingers is prohibitive to replication [21, Figs. 13–16]
while the VF fingers are designed for cheap and easy fabrication,
in the style of the Yale OpenHand [22].

B. Within Hand Manipulation

Within-hand-manipulation (WIHM) is defined in [1] as pro-
ducing the motion of an object within the hand (i.e., in a prehen-
sile grasp) via parts of the hand moving with respect to a frame
fixed at the base of a hand. Such manipulation is classified as
‘dexterous manipulation’ via resulting rotational or translational
object motions [1]. WIHM is beneficial to humans and robots by
enabling object repositioning without either gross arm motion
or bi-lateral (two handed) interactions. This enables tasks to be
performed faster, with less energy expenditure and in confined
spaces. For example, permitting WIHM in industrial pick-and-
place scenarios would reduce robot cell volume requirements
for tasks involving object re-orientation. A longer-term goal of

WIHM in upper-limb prosthetic grippers (which are not neces-
sarily anthropomorphic) could lead to amputee users achieving
the ADL tasks described in Section I.

Past efforts at robotic WIHM have typically resulted in
high-DOF anthropomorphic mechanical systems [23], [24]
and/or model-dependent control approaches with in-depth pre-
planning [25]–[27]. Chong et al. [25] formulated rolling and
sliding as a non-linear optimization problem in a quasi-static
case while Shi et al. [27] solved forward and inverse finger and
objects dynamics in a highly instrumented environment in or-
der to achieve within-hand object sliding. Various groups have
attempted to understand the mechanics of object sliding/slip
[28], [29] or rolling [3] for controlled reproduction in robotic
WIHM. The resultant extensive modelling has incorporated fric-
tional effects for dynamic and quasi-static cases in [30], [31]
and frictional limit surfaces [8], [32], [33] for various contact
assumptions.

A non-model based approach to WIHM is apparent in [9],
where a gripper was designed based on kinematic observations
of human hand motion during WIHM tasks. Neither dynamic
models nor trajectory planning were implemented.

III. MATERIALS

A. Mechanical Components

Construction of the VF fingers is based upon the fabrica-
tion process of the Yale OpenHand [22]. The finger body is
3D printed from ABS using a Stratasys Fortus 250 mc with a
thin walled cavity that forms a mold for the compliant, high-
friction finger pad. A removable insert forms the cavities for
the low-friction insert (Fig. 2) while the mold is filled with
a urethane elastomer (Vytaflex 30, manufactured by Smooth-
On, Inc). After curing, a saw is used to remove the thin walls
of the cavity. The removable molding insert is then replaced
with the low-friction element, which is also 3D printed in ABS.
Constant Friction (CF) fingers are simply VF fingers without
the low-friction element. These fingers always make use of the
high-friction, molded surface.

The high-friction finger pads measure 30 × 95 mm. The low
friction inserts consist of two rectangular sections, joined by
a common base. Each rectangular section is 5.5 mm wide and
80 mm long with a separation of 7.5 mm. When no normal
force is applied, these protrude 1.25 mm beyond the ridges of
the high-friction surface. The ridges have a depth of 0.6 mm
and a spacing of 3 mm. The body of the urethane finger pad is
4.6 mm thick, but contains a number of ABS anchors from the
finger body, in order to keep it attached.

The coefficient of static friction for the low and high friction
finger surfaces were determined by placing an active finger in
contact with a sheet of aluminum and a flat ABS surface, also
printed by the Stratasys Fortus printer. When in contact with
aluminum, the static friction coefficients are 0.315 and 0.692 for
the low and high-friction surfaces. When in contact with ABS,
the low and high static friction coefficients are 0.125 and 0.688.
Modifying the friction surface therefore changes the coefficient
by a factor of 2.2 (against aluminum) and 5.5 (against ABS).

Four elastic dental bands (1/4” ‘heavy’ variety, manufactured
by Essix) act as springs to suspend the corners of the low-friction
element from the main body. This arrangement allows the low-
friction surface to recess into the high-friction cavities out-of-
plane. The lack of guide structures means that distal/proximal
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object contacts exert forces primarily on the nearest two elas-
tic elements, while central contacts will engage all four elastic
elements. As such, the stiffness of the suspended low-friction el-
ement changes over its length. The stiffness has been measured
at 942 N/m near the fingertip (distally), 1962 N/m at the finger
center and 1255 N/m near the base (proximally). As such, re-
spective normal forces of 1.18 N, 2.45 N and 1.57 N are required
to overcome the elastic elements and expose the high-friction
surface. These proximal and distal values are similar to the 1
N limit of compressibility of the human finger [10], [12]. Note
that we do not represent this variation in stiffness in our control
algorithms, as we simply ensure that normal force application
for high-friction manipulations exceed 2.45 N.

For the actuated versions of the VF fingers, HiTec HS-85MG
servo motors were mounted on the fingers (Fig. 4). Tendons
attached between the servo horns and low friction element back
plate, so that rotation of the servo pulls the low-friction element
behind the high-friction element (this requires 2.45 N on the
tendon). This converts the VF finger to a CF finger. When the
low-friction surface is not retracted by the servo, it continues
to acts as a passive system, dependent on the elastic elements
(i.e., the servo does not ‘push’ the back-plate into a low-friction
mode).

The 2DOF gripper (Fig. 3 and 4) comprises of two VF/CF
fingers mounted on T42 OpenHand base [22], updated to accom-
modate Dynamixel Model-X actuators. The gripper features one
rotational DOF at the base of each finger. This joint incorporates
a quick-disconnect interface that permits fingers to be easily
substituted for one another without tendon re-tying and joint
disassembly. As with other models of OpenHand [22], [34], the
fingers are tendon driven in closure with a torsion spring return
mechanism. The VF hand may be easily mounted on a variety
of robot platforms. The design files will be made available on
www.eng.yale.edu/grablab/openhand

B. Control Approach

Our simple control approach makes use of the integrated po-
sition and torque control modes of the Dynamixel Model-X
actuators and switches their role between fingers to maintain
object contact during manipulation, while also having the capa-
bility to adjust normal force application. Software to control the
VF hand was implemented in ROS.

After establishing an initial grasp on an object, motion of
the fingers begins. Regardless of motion direction, torque con-
trol is applied to whichever finger is currently pushing (moving
towards) the object. Position control is set to the other finger
(Fig. 5). The torque control functions by setting a target torque
reference (ΓR ) to either a low (0.25 Nm) or high (1 Nm) value.
As the position controlled finger moves, the ‘pushing’ finger
attempts to maintain the torque reference. This causes the VF
finger to sustain contact with the object during motion, while
also attempting to apply a constant normal force. By adjusting
the torque reference, it is possible to modify the normal force
applied onto the object by the current pushing finger. The mag-
nitude of this normal force determines the compression of the
suspended low-friction surface, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2. If a
low-torque reference is provided, the low-friction surface of the
VF finger will remain exposed during manipulation, enabling
sliding of an object (Fig. 1 bottom left). If a high-torque refer-
ence is provided, the high resulting normal force will push the
low-friction surface behind the high-friction surface, causing
the VF finger to grip and roll the object (Fig. 1 bottom right).

Fig. 5. The finger pushing the object is always torque controlled. The other
finger is position controlled and leads the motion. By changing the torque
reference, the high and low friction surfaces may be engaged for different
manipulation behaviours.

In short, manipulating an object between the fingers with a
low-torque reference enables object sliding (translation), while
manipulating with a high-torque reference enables pivoting.

A nonlinear relationship was observed between actuator
torque and the position (qV F ) of the (unloaded) VF finger (due to
the torsional return spring, cable routing and inter-part friction).
To counter this, a feedforward term is applied to the torque
reference to improve consistency of normal force application
over the finger workspace. This term is derived automatically
by a calibration routine in which actuator position is sampled
as torque is linearly increased. A quadratic curve is fit to the
sampled data to model the position/torque relation.

ΓR = ΓFF (qV F ) + ΓD , (1)

ΓFF = a(qV F )3 + b(qV F )2 + c (qV F ) + d (2)

Where ΓFF is the feedforward term, which is a function of the
current angle of the VF signified as qV F . ΓD is the desired torque
while ΓR is the resultant torque after the feedforward term ΓFF

has compensated for the torque / position non-linearity. The
terms a, b, c, and d are the coefficients of the quadratic function
estimated via the calibration routine.

Note that currently the control techniques are run in a
scripted and open-loop fashion, to demonstrate the principle
and manipulation capability of the VF fingers. It is clear
however that automated and precise pose control would be a
relatively straightforward future addition to the system.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we demonstrate the manipulation capability
of the VF fingers. Most of the examples make use of a square
profile ABS object (measuring 25.4 × 25.4 × 50.8 mm), though
manipulation with other objects will also demonstrated.

A. Passive Finger Object Translation

Fig. 6 illustrates object sliding (translation). Beginning with
a grasp of the object in the center of the workspace (step 1), a
low torque reference is applied and held on the VF finger. The
CF finger is then rotated clockwise (step 2, 6) and anticlockwise
(step 4). The low torque-reference causes the VF finger to follow
these motions by maintaining contact with the object, while also
keeping the low-friction surface exposed, due to low normal
force (<1.2 N). As the CF finger rotates, the object slides along
the surface of the VF finger, reaching the distal (step 3) and
proximal (step 5) regions. While sliding occurs on the VF finger,
the object keeps the same location on the CF finger.
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Fig. 6. Sliding of a square object along the Variable Friction (VF - left) finger
by using a low torque-reference to maintain exposure of the low friction surface.
Note that the object is forced to remain at the same location on the Constant
Friction (CF - right) finger throughout.

Though this method demonstrates effective bi-directional
sliding along the VF finger, the inability of the object to slide
on the CF finger means that the object is unable to translate in
the overall grasp (e.g., relative to the base of both fingers).

B. Passive Finger Object Rotation

In Fig. 7 the object is first translated distally via sliding on
the low-friction surface (steps 1–2) by moving the position con-
trolled CF finger clockwise while applying a low reference
torque to the VF finger. The object is then rotated clockwise
by moving the fingers anti-clockwise (step 3–4). This change in
direction changes the role of the VF finger to position controlled
and the CF finger to torque controlled. A high-reference torque
is applied to this motion. The resulting increase in normal force
within the grasp exposes the high-friction VF finger surface.
This engages the object in a gripping and pivoting motion as the
fingers move. This sliding and rolling process is repeated (steps
5–8), demonstrating that each rotation is also associated with a
distal translation of the block by 1 body length. Following step
8 it is only possible to change the position of the object on the
CF finger by returning to step 6 or ejecting the object from the
grasp. As in the previous example, this is because translation
is not possible on the constant high friction surface of the CF
finger.

C. Active Finger Motivation

The passive finger examples have highlighted the capability
of the VF/CF finger combination for rolling and sliding with
simple control. These examples have also highlighted the lim-
itations of the CF finger, due to a lack of sliding capability.

Fig. 7. By applying a high torque-reference at steps 3 and 7, the VF fin-
ger engages the high-friction surface, enabling object pivoting/rotation. A low
torque-reference enables object sliding in steps 2 and 5. Note that rotation cannot
be achieved without object translation in this passive configuration.

Fig. 8. Active fingers enable enhanced control of object pose, negating the
limits demonstrated with the passive fingers (Fig. 6 and 7).

This cannot be remedied by using two passive VF fingers, as
the object must be anchored on one high-friction surface to
permit sliding on the low-friction surface. Our solution to this
issue has been to create fingers that can change their role from
VF to CF, via a small additional actuator (described in Sec-
tion III-A). This development continues to use the same control
approach as the passive fingers, with torque/position control as-
signed based on movement direction, yet object translation and
rotation (i.e., ‘pose’) may now be independently manipulated
(Fig. 8).

D. Active Finger Object Translation

Fig. 9 illustrates the distal translation of an object from the
center of a grasp to the fingertips of both fingers. This motion
is commonly used in human manipulation for such tasks as
transferring a key from a power to pinch grasp. Here, the distal
translation technique functions by sequentially:

1. Assigning the right finger to CF and left to VF (step 1)
2. Rotating the fingers clockwise, causing the object to slide

distally up the VF finger (step 2)
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Fig. 9. Translating an object distally from the middle of the grasp by switching
the CF and VF finger roles (and therefore low-friction and high-friction surfaces)
on steps (3, 5 and 7). A low-reference torque was maintained throughout.

3. Switching the finger roles, so the left finger is CF and right
is VF (step 3)

4. Rotating finger anticlockwise, causing the object to slide
distally up the VF finger (step 4)

5. The sequence is repeated in steps 5–9 (Fig. 9).
This technique may also be reversed to move an object prox-

imally. As object translation (on both fingers) is not coupled to
object rotation (as in Fig. 6), the object may be translated by
any distance within the grasp. This is achieved by determining
the degree of finger rotation in steps 2, 4, etc.

E. Active Finger Object Rotation

Fig. 10 illustrates how an object may be rotated to a target
pose without a coupled final translation. Object rotations with
the 2DOF hand inevitably involve translation, due to the method
of pivoting on a corner. However, the fine translational control
discussed in the previous example (Fig. 9) allows the gripper to
slide the object back to its starting position.

F. Manipulation With Other Objects

Fig. 11 illustrates manipulation with a larger (38.1 mm)
square object and a 25.4 mm cylinder. In past approaches [25]–
[27], object models are used to plan rolling and sliding manip-
ulation. Our approach currently uses simple open loop control

Fig. 10. The actuated fingers make it possible to change the object’s orienta-
tion, while also controlling its position via controlled sliding on both fingers.
Here, the object starts and ends with its top face aligned with the center of the
fingers, despite rotating 180 degrees.

with scripted motions to achieve target poses. To test manip-
ulation with these new objects the amount of finger rotation
was modified but the torque references remained as before. The
larger square object rotates and translates in a similar fashion
to the original square object, though the fingers must travel fur-
ther to facilitate a 90 deg rotation (steps 2–4), in comparison to
Fig. 10. Note that the control approach in Fig. 11 does not aim
to achieve the same start position of the cube. Predictably, the
cylinder object rotates (by ∼90 deg) during the sliding action
(step 2), in addition to translating. The cylinder is also success-
fully rotated clockwise during step 3. The end pose of the object
therefore resembles the start pose. This is to be expected, as
sliding round objects is difficult even with the human hand.

G. Discussion on the Gripper Workspace

Though the proposed gripper design is not underactuated (in
total it has two finger joints driven by two actuators), the hand-
object system is underactuated, as we are aiming to control
both the object’s x and y-position together with its orientation.
Nevertheless, our system can achieve arbitrary poses of the ob-
ject via planning non-holonomic motions by switching between
sliding and sticking modes. In other words, variable friction
surfaces allow us to change the motion manifold of the object,
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Fig. 11. Attempts at sliding and rolling with a larger size square object and
a cylindrical object. The larger cube behaves like the smaller cube, but sliding
without rotation is difficult to achieve with the cylinder.

which provides a within-hand manipulation workspace beyond
the majority of the gripper designs in literature.

V. GEOMETRIC MODEL

To better understand the behavior of the VF fingers, we have
determined geometric models of the characteristic manipula-
tions (Fig. 12). In the sliding case, adhesion of the object to the
CF finger and contact with the VF finger allows the system to be
modelled by a slider crank mechanism. In this representation,
wP is the palm width (distance between finger joints), wO is the
object width, dCF is the position of the object’s bottom corner
on the CF finger (measured from the finger joint) and dV F is the
position of the object’s bottom corner on the VF finger, which
changes during manipulation. ABC and θP C F 2 connect the CF
finger joint and the bottom corner of the object. The distance
from the center line of the fingers to the pad is represented by
FW . Using the following model, we can determine the change
in object position dV F , and VF finger position θV F for a given
change in the CF finger position, θCF .

θC F 2 = π −
(

θCF + atan

(
wO + Fw

dCF

))
(3)

dV F =
√

F 2
W + (ABC

2 + wp
2 − 2ABC Awp cos (θC F 2)

(4)

θV F = acos
(

dV F
2 + wP

2 − ABC
2

2dV F wp

)
(5)

Depending on workspace location, the VF finger will make
contact at either the top or bottom object corner. This is deter-
mined by performing the same calculations with ABC (bottom

Fig. 12. Sliding is modeled by a slider-crank (a, b) while rolling is modelled
as a 4 bar mechanism (c), with the final pose as (d).

TABLE I
COMPARING OBJECT SLIDING MAGNITUDE (TOP) AND FINGER ANGLE FOR

ROLLING (BOTTOM) BETWEEN GEOMETRIC MODELS

AND EXPERIMENTAL DATA

contact) and AT C (top contact), as shown in Fig 12.a. The great-
est resulting magnitude of θV F identifies the contact.

For rolling behavior of square objects, the system may be
treated as four bar linkage/irregular quadrangle, formed via the
sides wp, dCF , wOd and dV F (Fig. 12.d). Note that though both
fingers are in high-friction mode during rolling, we use the
same CF/VF nomenclature as the sliding example, though the
CF finger will now be referred to as the ‘pushing finger’ due
to its role in the rolling manipulation. In rolling, dCF and θCF

are known initial conditions, with equations (3)–(5) allowing
the calculation of dV F . We may then calculate the final pushing
finger angle (θC F E ) necessary for a 90deg object rotation:

θC F A = acos

(
(dCF + wO )2 − 2w2

O + ABC
2

2ABC (dCF + wO )

)
(6)

θC F B = acos

(
−(dV F + wO )2 + w2

P + ABC
2

2ABC wP

)
(7)

θC F E = π − (θC F A + θC F B ) (8)

For verification we conducted a number of sliding and rolling
manipulations while recording joint angles and object pose. This
allowed comparison between predicted object sliding distance
ΔdV F and pushing finger motion necessary for 90 deg rolling
ΔθV F . Table I shows that the models perform well. We hypoth-
esize that the errors stem from object slip on the high-friction
surface and occasional pivoting on the CF finger. These deriva-
tions may now be used to plan efficient motions such as sliding
an object to an optimal location prior to rolling, given the object
size.
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work introduces the concept of a biologically inspired
variable friction finger pad design that uses a simple passive
mechanism to enable within-hand pose manipulation of objects.
To demonstrate the practicality of this approach we imple-
mented the design on a simple low-dexterity 2DOF gripper.
An unsophisticated controller alternates between torque and
position control for each finger, in order to maintain object
grasp while also modulating grip force. This in turn varies finger
surface friction to allow sliding, gripping and rolling of objects.
The later addition of active fingers permits controlled sliding of
object on both fingers. This extends the capability of the hand
and enables in-place rotation or proximal/distal transfer, for the
fine positioning of objects within the gripper workspace.

In future work we plan to implement a closed loop con-
troller to achieve target object poses. In particular we plan to
integrate vision sensors to eliminate modelling errors due to
slip while also investigating machine learning approaches for
deriving efficient manipulation strategies. Expanding the ma-
nipulation approaches to deal with a wider variety of objects,
including asymmetric and compliant objects, is also a poten-
tial avenue of investigation. Other goals involve applying the
VF framework to higher-DOF (multiple phalanx) and underac-
tuated manipulators (such as the M2 and Model-O OpenHand
grippers [22], [34]). This will enable the potential of WIHM to
be investigated for more stable grasping techniques while po-
tentially expanding the range of finger motions. Of course, such
implementations will increase the complexity of the system and
are likely to require to more sophisticated control approaches.

We believe that the relative simplicity of fabricating and con-
trolling the current VF fingers makes this framework applicable
to a range of robotic research platforms and topics. In particular,
the VF mechanism may be easily integrated into various finger
shapes and sizes for a variety of environments and tasks. Indeed,
the associated design files are now open-source.
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